
Flip, Flop, Fly 
 What a summer it turned out to be! It was anything but boring as the news kept up a steady pace of  
upheavals. 
 Former fixer Michael Cohen flipped and became a cooperating witness. His former boss President Trump 
vented his fury at this betrayal on Twitter.    
 Quarterback and Heisman Trophy winner Johnny Manziel gave the Canadian gridiron a try. He promptly 
threw four interceptions in his first go at the three down Canadian football game and flopped.   
 France took flight at the soccer World Cup. “Les Bleus” flew home with the  World Cup, leaving their footy 
foes England and Germany feeling blue at what might have been. 
  
Feathers and Drones Flew 
 The “Emerging Markets” turned into submerging markets. Financial feathers flew as Turkey “turkeyed” 
when US financial and economic sanctions took hold.  Turkey’s economy and its financial system lived up to their 
national moniker and the financial markets gave them the proverbial bird.  
 Saudi Arabia verbally abused Canada for having the temerity to insist the Saudis treat people  
fairly.  
 Venezuelan President Maduro dodged a drone attack while droning on in a speech. Maduro then  
devalued the Bolivar and watched the Venezuelan economy sink further into a black hole of “Socialist” and 
“Peoples” corruption and ineptitude.   
 
With Friends Like You 
 The NAFTA renegotiations dragged on and global tariff wars morphed from rhetoric and campaign speeches 
into reality. Those Americans who elected the “Reality President” to shake things up are certainly getting what 
they bargained for. The drama from Washington has been non-stop.  
 If you or your pals weren’t charged, convicted, or attacked in an anonymous opinion piece, then you must not 
work in the White House. The dramatics and political machinations around the Trump administration are  
Shakespearean, but we wonder what can possibly get done with all the turmoil at the highest level of the US  
government?  The major lesson seems to be to never take a call from Bob Woodward! 
  
From Small Things, Big Things Come 
 Size did matter in the business world. Apple topped $1 trillion in market capitalization and Amazon  
followed soon after, the first global public companies to do so. AT&T and Disney closed their landmark and  
massive M&A transactions. 
 Elon Musk, who wants to electrify automobiles, provided some electric moments as he imploded  
emotionally and quite publicly. His Twitter feed proved problematic with regulators as he mused about turning 
Tesla into a private corporation, away from the pesky financial analysts who actually question his obvious genius.  
 Sadly, an automobile legend, Canadian-Italian and Fiat Chrysler CEO, Sergio Marchionne, passed away.  
Morphing from a Canadian accountant to successfully running a massive international conglomerate was quite an  
accomplishment. 
 
Seasons In The Sun 
 Although the weather was unseasonably warm,  it remained tough sledding for fixed income as the table  
on the following page of FTSE debt market returns shows.  With yields backing up after decades of declining 
yields and increasing bond prices, a positive return for bonds has become something to brag about.  
 Canada bonds ended June 30th returning 0.4% over the quarter and -0.1% for the prior 12 months.  A little 
yield spread was necessary to “accentuate the positives” in bonds. Provincials, benefiting from longer duration and 
a flattening yield curve, fared better, returning 0.8% and 1.3% over the quarter and one-year periods, respectively. 
Higher credit spreads saw the Corporate Bond Index more than compensate for higher short term yields with a 
0.4% return for the quarter and 1.2% for the year.  
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Fake News 
 One can’t pick up a newspaper (or surf the business section of the internet for our readers under the age of 
60) without reading a story about the flattening US yield curve.  Many say that the predictive power of the US 
yield curve shows that a recession must be just around the corner.   
 That the US yield curve is flatter is a fact.  The chart below shows the current US yield curve versus the  
average curve over the last 5 years.  Today, the curve from 2-year bonds to 30-year bonds is a mere 42bps positive 
versus an average of 195bps positive over the last 5 years.  Since Q3 2016, the curve has flattened 113bps. The 
critical question is why?  Is a recession really imminent or are other factors influencing the shape of the US yield 
curve? 

Recession?  What Recession? 
 The latest US GDP figure registered an impressive 4.2% annualized growth rate, so we confidently write the 
US is not in recession.  Those predicting a US slowdown ignore the factors that suggest positive growth could  
carry on for quite some time. These factors include the impact of low interest rates, tax cuts and increased  
government spending. 
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Source: Bloomberg  

FTSE Debt Market Index Returns 

 Period Ending June 30, 2018 

 Index 3 Mths. 1 Yr. 2 Yrs. 3 Yrs. 4 Yrs. 5 Yrs. 10 Yrs. YTD 

Canada 0.4 (0.1) (1.3) 0.8 1.9 2.3 3.4 0.8 

Provincial 0.8 1.3 0.6 2.6 4.1 4.5 5.3 0.5 

Corporate 0.4 1.2 1.9 2.8 3.3 3.9 5.5 0.7 

Overall Universe 0.5 0.8 0.4 2.0 3.0 3.5 4.5 0.6 

Long Canada 0.7 0.2 (2.2) 2.3 4.3 4.4 5.7 1.6 

Long Provincial 1.1 2.2 1.3 4.0 5.8 6.2 6.5 0.6 

Long Corporate 0.8 2.4 3.8 5.5 5.9 6.6 8.2 1.2 

Long Universe 0.9 1.8 1.1 4.0 5.5 5.9 6.7 0.9 

High Yield (CAD) 1.3 7.7 11.3 6.9 5.2 6.2 7.4 2.8 

S&P/TSX 6.7 10.4 10.7 6.9 4.9 9.2 4.2 1.9 

                                                                           Source: FTSE TMX Global Debt Capital Markets 

US Yield Curve 
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The Longest Time 
 Fueling the continued economic expansion are still extremely low interest rates.  Granted, the Fed Funds rate 
at 2.0% is considerably higher than the 0.25% emergency rate employed by the Fed post Credit Crisis for the  
seven years from December 2008 to December 2015. 

 
 Even following 7 Fed rate hikes of 0.25% each, interest rates remain extremely low by historic standards. 
Were the Fed to raise rates 25bps at two of at its remaining three 2018 meetings (September 26, November 8,  
December 19 announcement dates) it would still leave the Fed Funds rate 40bps below the period average of 2.9% 
depicted in the chart above. 
 
Mother’s Little Helper 
 Perhaps the biggest beneficiary of the low for long Fed interest rate policy is the US government itself.  It is 
remarkable to note the impact of nearly 10 years of emergency levels of interest rates on the US fiscal situation.   
 For the fiscal year ended September 2008, interest expense on US debt totaled $454 billion.  For the  
fiscal year ended 2017, that number remained virtually unchanged at $459 billion.  During the intervening period, 
the stock of US debt outstanding increased twofold to $20 trillion. Said another way, if rates were the same in 2017 
as they were in 2008, the US deficit would have been $450 billion higher. 
 
Damn the Torpedoes, Full Speed Ahead 
 In addition to still accommodative monetary policy, the US government is providing extraordinary  
stimulus to the already healthy economy.  The Republican controlled government has unleashed an expansionary 
cocktail consisting of tax cuts and government spending increases. The chart on the following page illustrates the 
fiscal impact of the stimulus measures implemented by the President and his enablers in the GOP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Fed Funds Rate 

Continued 

Source: Bloomberg  
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 The steadily improving fiscal picture under the last years of the Obama administration has given way to  
projected deficits in excess of $1 trillion dollars each year for the period 2019 – 2028.   
 The Republican Tea Party outrage at government spending and deficits severely limited the fiscal  
response in the aftermath of the Credit Crisis and Great Recession. Now the “fiscal conservatives” are Trump 
boosters and spending government money with joyous abandon. They are financing the spending with deficits  
never before seen outside of wartime budgets. We think this is both extraordinarily stimulative and financially 
reckless with the US economy running strong. 
 
Fly Like an Eagle 
 We acknowledge US economic activity is being supercharged in an unconventional, arguably unwise and 
likely unsustainable way. This is all a reflection of the unconventional, arguably unwise and likely unsustainable 
administration overseeing the world’s greatest Republic at the moment.  Nevertheless, we don’t see the US  
economy grinding to a halt anytime soon.  Even if the “Forever Trump” Republicans are wiped out in the October 
mid-terms, it is hard to see a Democratic Congress reining in spending with their stated agenda. 

 
I Can See Clearly Now 
 With the economy in high gear, what then explains the flatter US yield curve? We believe that several key 
factors influencing the yield curve remain overlooked by market participants. These factors include:  

 
1. The ongoing impact of the Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing program. 
2. Voluntary, non-recurring US pension plan contributions. 
3. The composition of the US government borrowing program. 
4. Deficits and future debt financing requirements of the US government.  

 
 The first three explain the current flat yield curve and the last is the key driver in the steepening of the yield 
curve we expect to come. 

 
Twist and Shout 
 In response to the Credit Crisis, the Federal Reserve first lowered the overnight rate to 0.25% where it then 
stayed for 7 years.  The Fed also launched a series of “asset purchases” known as “Quantitative Easing”, originally 
targeting the purchase of shorter dated US treasury bonds and mortgage backed securities.  In an effort to drive 
longer term interest rates lower, the Fed launched operation TWIST.  TWIST involved selling shorter dated  
securities to buy longer dated securities. 

Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2018—2028 

US Government Deficits Actual and Projected 
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 As a result of Operation TWIST, the Federal Reserve owns 1/3 of all long-term US treasury bonds with  
maturities greater than 10 years.  The Fed is reducing the size of its balance sheet by letting shorter treasuries  
mature without replacing them. It has not been selling long-term bonds which we think is dramatically affecting the 
shape of the yield curve. 
 If I told you that I owned all of the real estate in Manhattan and it was all for sale except the high rises, you 
would logically conclude that the reduction in supply would make the high rises considerably more valuable than 
the low rises.  In the bond world, more valuable means rising prices and falling yields – a flatter yield curve.  When 
it comes to the Fed and its US treasury holdings, people seem willing to discount its importance and the magnitude 
of its impact on the market. 
 
The Midnight Special 
 The Federal Reserve is no longer buying long US treasuries, but in its place US pension plans have  
temporarily increased their purchases.  General Electric, PepsiCo and Verizon are just a few of the companies who 
made voluntary contributions to their pension plans in advance of the September 15 deadline when the tax incentive 
for these payments dropped from 35% to 21%.   
 As many pension plans maintain a large fixed income weight to offset their pension liabilities, it is a  
certainty a percentage of these “extra” contributions were invested in fixed income and some portion in long US 
treasuries.  
 In addition, the funding deficits caused by plunging bond yields and discount rates were not enjoyable for  
pension sponsors. Human nature suggests that many sponsors are now buying the longer term bonds that they 
should have had when yields hit their lows in 2016. All of this incremental buying has the effect of keeping  
downward pressure on long bond yields.   
 
Money That’s What I Want  
 The US Treasury Department manages the borrowings for the US government.  This includes determining 
what quantities to borrow, in what maturities in the debt markets.  As deficits rose, the Treasury increased the size 
of borrowings in the front end, including raising the size of bill auctions, 2-year, 3-year and 5-year note  
auctions. The Treasury also introduced short dated floating rate notes.    
 Only in the last announcement did the US Treasury take the first steps to increase long bond supply. As long as 
the curve remains positively sloped, it stands to reason the government would borrow shorter term where rates are 
lower.   
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 US government borrowing requirements are now increasing substantially and ultimately the size of the long 
bond auctions will increase. This will occur in the absence of the Federal Reserve as a buyer. US pension plans will 
also return to a more normal level of plan contributions with the expiration of the previous tax regime on September 
15th. These will both happen together, and the market will need to determine the appropriate price for a  
30-year US treasury bond in their absence.  We are very skeptical that this price will equate to a yield anywhere near 
3.23%. 
 
Bombs Away 
 The latest estimates from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) project the US “Debt Held by the Public” 
will increase from $14.7 trillion at the end of fiscal year 2017 to $28.7 trillion dollars by 2028, as the chart below 
shows.  This is a massive $14 trillion increase and a doubling of the “Debt Held by the Public”.  Add on the debt 
held by the US Social Security system (the US government’s largest creditor) and total US government debt is  
projected to climb to $33.9 trillion by 2028.  The US Debt to GDP ratio is projected to reach 114% by 2028.   

 
  
 A recent article by Heather Long in The Washington Post put the growth in US debt in context and her  
comments only capture the growth in debt through 2018!  
 

“The result is that by the end of 2018, the nation will hit a milestone: The federal government’s total debt 
owed to outsiders (known as “debt held by the public”) will exceed all debt that U.S. households have for 
mortgages, credit cards, cars, student loans and other personal loans for the first time in modern history, 
according to JPMorgan.” 

 
 The historic growth in US government debt is stunning.  The projected growth over the next decade is hard to 
fathom. Washington’s lack of concern about burgeoning deficits, skyrocketing debt and deteriorating credit metrics 
is mind-boggling. That the projections are based on average annual GDP growth of 4.1% over the period is even 
more frightening. Perhaps the Trump Reality Presidency has left little room for serious economic discussion or he 
has cowed the true economic conservatives with his Twitter tirades.  
 
I’m Not Broke, But I’m Badly Bent  
 We do see a day of reckoning coming as the current administration policies result in the dramatic deterioration 
of the credit quality in the Land of Liberty. 
 On August 5, 2011, Standard & Poor’s downgraded the long term credit rating of the United States of America 
to AA+ from AAA. S&P cited “political brinkmanship” in the approach to the debate over the debt ceiling as one of 
the reasons for the downgrade.  We find this particularly funny given the polarized nature of Washington today.  
 Uncontrolled spending driving skyrocketing deficits funded by debt spells a rapid deterioration in the credit 
quality of the US. Add to it the general mismanagement to bring the situation back to solid footing suggests a  
credit downgrade is not only possible but probable.   
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Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2018—2028 

Projected US Government Debt Held by the Public 



 At present, DBRS, Fitch and Moody’s continue to rate the United States AAA.  It would seem if ever the credit 
rating of the world’s superpower was in jeopardy, now is the time.   
  
The Long and Winding Road 
 US 10-year yields closed at 3.08% today, a far cry from the all time low of 1.36% recorded on July 10, 2016.  
This is also a far cry from its average of 4.56% going back to 1990.   

 
 Over the summer months, every time 10-year yields touched 3.0% the media went into hysterics. The thought  
being either the end of the world was nigh, or yields were about to plummet as the market came to its senses.  In this 
most recent period of consolidation, it would appear the market is either comfortable or resigned to US rates moving 
higher. 
 
It’s The Same Old Song 
 This publication is called the Canso Corporate Bond Newsletter and it is appropriate we should say a few 
words about the corporate credit markets.  Canadian investment grade spreads remain largely unchanged month over 
month, while US investment grade continues to leak wider, albeit from a much tighter base relative to historic  
averages. 
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10 Year US Bond Yields 

Source: Bloomberg  

Average = 4.6% 



 
“Curse of the Eights”    
 On August 31st, high yield spreads closed at 349bps, 219bps tighter than their historic average of 568bps.  The 
chart on the following page shows that this low level of junk bond spreads was only previously seen from 1995 to 
1997 and from 2004 to 2007, just before the massive credit sell offs in 1998 and 2008.  As we write this and  
consider the dates of the prior sell-offs, it strikes us that the peak of the nascent 1980s junk bond market occurred in 
1988, just before high yield bond maven Michael Milken went to jail for market manipulation and insider trading of 
junk bonds. We cannot help but wonder whether 2018 will experience “The Curse of the Eights”. 
 A major issue to us is that in these previous periods, high yield bonds were usually the senior part of the capital 
structure, with equity and subordinated bonds giving some cushion to the senior creditors in a default. In the current 
credit marketplace, significant amounts of leveraged bank loans rank before high yield bonds. The high yield bonds 
with tight current spreads rank behind the bank debt, which means they will fare much worse in default. We believe 
the downside to the current high yield investor is much, much higher. 
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 31-Aug-18 Max Min Avg 
Long-
Term 
Avg 

Year-
End 

12 
Months 

Ago 

Post 
Credit 
Crisis 
Tights 

1 Mth 
Ago 

Canadian Corporate Indices Spreads 

Investment Grade 114 400 24 111 3 8 -1 16 -1 

  A 111 416 17 112 -1 18 11 25 0 

  Long A 144 383 40 142 2 9 0 16 -1 

  BBB 142 502 53 165 -23 8 -4 18 -1 

  Long BBB 207 497 105 220 -13 4 -4 15 -2 

High Yield 354 1554 200 560 -206 19 -56 30 2 

Provincial 56 104 18 49 7 6 -7 6 1 

US Corporate Indices Spreads 

Investment Grade 121 641 54 157 -36 22 5 30 5 

  A 95 587 50 132 -37 18 3 23 2 

  Long A 137 496 61 154 -17 24 4 31 5 

  BBB 153 766 74 202 -49 25 5 36 6 

  Long BBB 209 622 84 221 -12 26 1 41 9 

High Yield 349 1988 246 568 -219 -14 -36 20 3 

  BB 230 1396 144 375 -145 12 -6 34 -3 

  B 372 1862 241 560 -188 3 -10 35 6 

  CCC 705 3670 423 1165 -460 -136 -192 66 12 

Euro Corporate Indices Spreads    

Investment Grade 120 434 21 111 9 33 19 45 9 

High Yield 378 2226 189 633 -255 84 90 124 14 
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 This higher risk is not compensated for by higher yield spreads. This makes us very wary of the downside risk. 
As our clients and readers know, Canso continues to caution against the down in credit quality trade.  In an era when 
spreads are tight and covenant protections eroded, investors are not compensated for the risk of owning high yield.  
There are of course always exceptions and we own several special situations, but in aggregate the risks of high yield 
do not justify the potential reward. 

 
Don’t Give Up on Us Baby 
 With yields low, risks of rising interest rates and credit deterioration high in both Canada and the US, many 
investors have asked us why they just shouldn’t “Buy GICs”.  After we point out that GICs are non-marketable 
bonds issued by banks at lower yields to the unsuspecting, we also emphasize the role that fixed income is meant to 
play in a portfolio. 

 

• A generator of income.  Yields are low, but the income generated is still real cash flow compared to 
unrealized “upside”; 

• A portfolio diversifier.  Even the most aggressive investor needs diversification. Bonds are a  
diversifier and risk mitigator versus other asset classes including equities; and  

• As a preserver of capital.  Fixed income can and should act as a preserver of capital. People don’t 
expect to lose money in fixed income. 

 
 An actively managed bond portfolio can both mitigate risk and take advantage of opportunities when they 
arise.  We also inform investors about floating rate bonds and the important role they play in our portfolios in a  
period of rising yields. 

 
Just Between You and Me 
 The markets ooze temptation. Higher yields lure unsuspecting investors out the yield curve or down in credit 
quality to pick up a few extra basis points.  We once again advise that this is a recipe for disaster in today’s markets.  
Economic growth, fueled by extraordinary stimulus, ensures the path for administered interest rates is higher.  The 
Fed will move at a faster pace than the Bank of Canada (BOC) but make no mistake, the BOC will be moving in the 
same direction.  Long term bond yields are expected to rise substantially. Credit spreads offer little reward for risks  
assumed. 
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US High Yield Index Spread 

Source: ICE Index Data, Data Series from December 1996 (Euro High Yield December 1997)  



The Safety Dance 
 At the current moment, the word “conservative” has been co-opted for the most reckless political and  
economic behaviours despite what Maxime Bernier (Canada), Malcom Turnball (Australia) and the US Republican 
party might tell you.  
 People selling their investment services have misused this word for years and now the politicians seem to be 
joining in. 
 We have never been “conservative” investors. We are not “conservative” in our credit selection, we merely 
demand that we be compensated for the risks we assume. We are presently seeing immense credit risks being  
assumed by the unsuspecting and the returns on offer today are scant compensation. 
 We assume credit risk when we are compensated for it and today we are not. Our current portfolio fate will be 
forced to higher quality by our value discipline.  Our bias has been and continues to be, to invest in high credit  
quality floating rate notes, and higher quality bonds in general.  There will inevitably be cheap bonds available 
sometime in the future, but that time is definitely not now. 

 
 
 
 

As always, we appreciate your interest in and support of Canso.  
Sign up to LinkedIn and Twitter to stay on top of Canso’s latest market comments.  

 

CANSO INVESTMENT COUNSEL LTD.  
is a specialty corporate bond manager based in Richmond Hill, Ontario. 

Contact:  
Heather Mason–Wood (heathermw@cansofunds.com)  
Richard Usher-Jones (rusherjones@cansofunds.com) 

Tim Hicks (thicks@cansofunds.com) 
Brian Carney (bcarney@cansofunds.com) 

(905) 881-8853 
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Source: London Stock Exchange Group plc and its group undertakings (collectively, the “LSE Group”). © LSE Group 2018. FTSE Russell is a trading name of certain of the LSE Group compa-
nies. “FTSE TMX®” is a trade mark of the relevant LSE Group companies and is used by any other LSE Group company under license. All rights in the FTSE Russell indexes or data vest in the 
relevant LSE Group company which owns the index or the data. Neither LSE Group nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the indexes or data and no party may rely 
on any indexes or data contained in this communication. No further distribution of data from the LSE Group is permitted without the relevant LSE Group company’s express written consent. The 
LSE Group does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.” 
 
Any unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Nothing herein should in any way be deemed to alter the legal rights and obligations contained in agreements between any ICE Data Services 
entity ("ICE") and their clients relating to any of the Indices or products or services described herein. The information provided by ICE and contained herein is subject to change without notice 
and does not constitute any form of representation  or undertaking.  ICE and its affiliates make no warranties whatsoever  either express or implied  as to merchantability  fitness for a particular 
purpose  or any other matter in connection with the information provided. Without limiting the foregoing  ICE and its affiliates makes no representation or warranty that any information provided 
hereunder are complete or free from errors  omissions  or defects. All information provided by ICE is owned by or licensed to ICE. ICE retains exclusive ownership of the ICE Indices  including 
the ICE BofAML Indexes  and the analytics used to create this analysis ICE may in its absolute discretion and without prior notice  revise or terminate the ICE information  Indices and analytics 
at any time.  
 
Neither the analysis nor the information contained therein constitutes investment advice or an offer   or an invitation to make an offer  to buy or sell any securities or any options  futures or other 
derivatives related to such securities. The information and calculations contained in this analysis have been obtained from a variety of sources  including those other than ICE and ICE does not 
guarantee their accuracy.  Prior to relying on any ICE information and/or the execution of a security trade based upon such ICE information  you are advised to consult with your broker or other 
financial representative to verify pricing information. There is no assurance that hypothetical results will be equal to actual performance under any market conditions. THE ICE INFORMATION 
IS PROVIDED TO THE USERS "AS IS." NEITHER ICE  NOR ITS AFFILIATES  NOR ANY THIRD PARTY DATA PROVIDER WILL BE LIABLE TO ANY USER OR ANYONE ELSE 
FOR ANY INTERRUPTION  INACCURACY  ERROR OR OMISSION  REGARDLESS OF CAUSE  IN THE ICE INFORMATION OR FOR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING  
THEREFROM. In no event shall ICE or any of its affiliates  employees  officers  directors or agents of any such persons have any liability to any person or entity relating to or arising out of this 
information  analysis  or the indices  contained herein. 
 
This publication is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation to invest. Past performance is not indicative of future results. This publication is based upon 
sources of information believed to be reliable but no warranty or representation, expressed or implied, is given as to its accuracy or completeness. All opinions and estimates contained in the 
commentary constitute Canso’s judgment as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility.  
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